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 Most of the information provided here for the movie Darkest Hour by Joe Wright from the publisher's official page was written
by its' writers or users. We hope this information about the Darkest Hour movie is helpful for many people. We have also

attempted to include as many useful and important information and links to support everything you were looking for. This is a
list of characters, appearing in the 2020 English-language version of the animated film Darkest Hour. Denis Denis (voiced by

Paul Klawson) is the main protagonist of the film. As a young boy, he witnessed the bombing of a railway yard. Denis was
blown from the wreckage, landing in a deep depression in the countryside. His parachute tore and he is found by a Polish

resistance fighter, Grzegorz Worowiak (voiced by Ed Skrein), who discovers Denis has a talent for drawing. After an incident at
the headquarters of the resistance, Denis is sent to a series of underground shelters. There, he meets the British intelligence

agent, Kate (voiced by Jessica Barden), whom he assists in the field. The film ends with Denis entering the main briefing room
of Hitler's Third Reich with the intention of assassinating the führer. Grzegorz Worowiak Grzegorz Worowiak (voiced by Ed
Skrein) is a Polish resistance fighter in the film. He meets Denis when Denis is found after the bombing of the train yard, and
the two become close friends. It is later revealed that he helped Denis escape from England by concealing him on the fishing
boat Clipper. Kadka Kadka (voiced by Olly Alexander) is an agent in the British secret service. Kadka is a government agent,

the main protagonist and Denis' ally, who is tasked with leading Denis to Hitler's inner circle. She is the only ally that Denis has
ever had in the film. She was originally the one that had Denis up for the code-name "Denis", but she ended up naming it

"Maxwell" after the Maxwell Smart character. Minna Minna (voiced by Naomi Battrick) is one of Kadka's colleagues and Kate's
best friend. She is from an orphanage where she was taken in by Kadka. Kadka and Minna share a sibling-like relationship.
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